Project #13403 – Short Term, Quick Turnaround Services to Facilitate Safety Research and Implementation

http://utca.eng.ua.edu/research/projects/?id=13403

Record Type: UTC

This proposal outlines potential services by the University Transportation Center for Alabama (UTCA) of the University of Alabama, for the Alabama Department of Transportation (ALDOT) Office of Safety Operations (OSO) to assist it in establishing its new programs, implementing the Highway Safety Manual (HSM) of the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), and meeting its programmatic mission. Specifically, the proposal describes a method of providing quick-notice, short term services to provide advice, analyses and data that allow OSO to optimize its important decisions.

Start Date: 2013/01/28  End Date: 2013/12/31
Status: Active  Contract/Grant Number: GR24152
Secondary Number: UTCA Project #13403, Proposal # 13-0206,
ALDOT 4525-HPR8E-100058975-2, Task #3

Total Dollars: 59494
Source Organization: University Transportation Center for Alabama

**Sponsor Organization**
Alabama Department of Transportation
1409 Coliseum Blvd.
Montgomery, AL 36130

**Performing Organization**
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa
Civil, Construction, Environmental Engineering
Box 870205
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487

**Subjects**
Highway Safety Programs
Highway Safety Improvement
Roadway Safety Audits
Roadway Safety Workforce Development

**Project Manager**
Mr. Robert Jilla
Phone: (334) 242-6393
Email: jillar@dot.state.al.us

**Principal Investigator**
Turner, Daniel S.
Phone: (205) 348-1704
Fax: (205) 348-6862
Email: dtturner@eng.ua.edu